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Forward

This text emerges because of the lack of critical appraisal, if not deserved hostility, towards
eco-Leninism. This excepts highlights the bad faith, academic dishonesty and shameless Leninist
manipulations employed by Andreas Malm, which—in Leninist fashion—seeks to disarm and dis-
credit anarchists and, to a lesser degree, (anti-state) Indigenous land defenders. Anarchists and
Indigenous peoples are two broad signifiers—containing a great diversity—who are still alive, as
well as they can be, and who obstruct the Leninist project in the past and present. Obstructing
state capitalism, modernism and Marxian teleology (e.g. faith in historical materialism), earned
rural and self-organized people Lenin’s scorn and hatred. Autonomy, spontaneity and direct ac-
tion will always threaten high-modernist ideologies and resist the social engineering demanded
by ‘socialist modernism’.

The excerpt below, again, emerges from the general shock that academics and climate activists
have largely failed to confront and discredit ecological authoritarianism, and have watched com-
fortably as Malm slanders people on the frontlines of social war, fighting in defense of land, sea,
and dignity. There have been a handful of articles, notably Bue Rübner Hansen’s,(1) which chal-
lenges Malm’s entire body of work. Despite their forthright critique, Hansen also demonstrates
confusion regarding the politics of attack, or decentralized direct action, when they refer to both
the actions of “Earth First! or Earth Liberation Front (ELF)” as “vanguardist ecotage.” The aca-
demic ‘Left’ demonstrates a poverty both in terms of understanding, but also in taking the time
to read and study—let alone experiencing the dilemmas of direct action and political struggle.This
excerpt remains a contribution to this gap, as there appears to be a political, but also an academic
incompetence that will have a generational impact.This excerpt, again, is a reaction to academics,
not just Malm, who in their accidental or intentional totalitarian or liberal ignorance or lack of
fighting spirit haphazardly erase or mischaracterize the histories as well as the existing struggles
undertaken by anarchists. This mischaracterization and omission naturally stultifies movements,
performs a subtle pacification and, in the Leninist case, a demagogic function to wrangle younger
rebels becoming or without a cause.

Malm, by all means, is just an archetype and point of focus due to their current platform
offered to them by Verso books, academia and the media. Yet, we should expect many more
‘Malm types’ to come as socio-ecological conditions worsen. As we will see below, the future
green authoritarians are likely to become more intelligent and cunning than Malm. The saddest
thing about all of this—even more than having to write or give attention to these characters or
topics—is that Malm represents a qualitative decline in the popular conversations concerning
direct action, sabotage and a diversity of tactics. These conversations are not new, even if largely
hosted outside academia by anarchist publishers andmagazines, and for the obvious reasons.This
writing serves as a reminder of what has happened, what continues to be and the manipulations
published with little hesitation from reparable “radical” and “independent” publishers.

This excerpt is for the new generations of rebels, and the ones that follow, looking to take an
active part in resistance—but remain lost or paralyzed. It is worth studying those who have tried
to save rivers and forests, risking life, limb and imprisonment. The secret is to really begin, but

(1) Hansen BR. 2021. The kaleidoscope of catastrophe – on the clarities and blind spots of Andreas Malm. New
Left Review, Available at: https://mronline.org/2021/09/28/the-kaleidoscope-of-catastrophe-on-the-clarities-and-blind-
spots-of-andreas-malm/
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also to listen to yourself, the terrain where you play and those committed to creating liberated
ecologies. Not talking heads from within knowledge factories—like myself.

Towards happy cats, healthy rivers and vibrant soils.
Alexander Dunlap, Portugal, October 2022.

Meet Degrowth, the Green New Deal & Green Authoritarians

When it comes to conversations on socio-ecological solutions, the Green NewDeal, degrowth
and authoritarian leftism are some of the alternative solutions debated right now. The Degrowth
school, while containing multiple and differing voices, can all agree that in order to avert socio-
ecological catastrophe, a planned reduction of energy and resource throughputmust be organized
until the economy is back in “balance with the living world in a way that reduces inequality and
improves human well-being.”1 The expansive tendencies of capitalism – transforming the planet
into urbanized environments that produce toxic and nuclear wastes – consumes labor, hydrocar-
bon, mineral, timber, and kinetic energy resources, which is placed front and center in the de-
growth analysis. A key strength of degrowth is that its focus on reducing material throughput –
the “taking” and “grabbing” – which positions it, in the word of Corinna Burkhart and colleagues,
as “the most radical rejection of the eco-modernist mainstream of growth-centredness, extrac-
tivism and industrialism.”2 Degrowth confronts the dominant myths of ecological modernism
and “green growth,” which believe that technological solutions (e.g. low-carbon infrastructures,
carbon capture storage, nuclear power, geoengineering) can remediate climate change and socio-
ecological degradation while maintaining economic growth as we know it.3 While there are var-
ious eco-modernist positions, which believe in state administration of large-scale technological
projects and a command economy, others believe that capitalism and market mechanisms can
correct ecological degradation throughmarket-mechanisms and by decoupling economic growth
from ecological degradation. The economy can grow, while ecological degradation can decrease.
Eco-modernism, importantly, is an expression and continuation of the existingmodernist, capital-
ist or state capitalist trajectories, even if many eco-modernists might argue the state is not doing
enough with geoengineering, nuclear development, increasing urban densities and investing in
technological innovation.4 This position, however, has been thoroughly discredited at length by
ecological economists and degrowthers.5 Jason Hickel and Giorgos Kallis, for example, conclude:

1 Hickel J. 2020. What does degrowth mean? A few points of clarification. Globalizations: 1-7.
2 Burkhart C, Nowshin T, Schmelzer M, et al. 2022 Who shut shit down? What degrowth can learn form other

socio-ecological movements. In: Barlow N, Regen L, Cadiou N, et al. (eds) Degrowth and Strategy: How to bring about
social-ecological transformation. London: Mayfly, p.129.

3 See: Asafu-Adjaye J, Blomquist L, Brand S, et al. 2015. An ecomodernist manifesto. Ecomodernism.org, Available
at: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5515d9f9e4b04d5c3198b7bb/t/552d37bbe4b07a7dd69fcdbb/1429026747046/
An+Ecomodernist+Manifesto.pdf

4 Ibid.
5 Parrique T, Barth J, Briens F, et al. 2019. Decoupling debunked: Evidence and arguments against green

growth as a sole strategy for sustainability. European Environment Bureau (EEB), Available at: https://eeb.org/library/
decoupling-debunked/; Hickel J and Kallis G. 2020. Is green growth possible? New Political Economy 25(4): 469-486;
Tilsted JP, Bjørn A, Majeau-Bettez G, et al. 2021. Accounting matters: Revisiting claims of decoupling and genuine
green growth in Nordic countries. Ecological Economics 187(1): 1-9; & Vadén T, Lähde V, Majava A, et al. 2020. Decou-
pling for ecological sustainability: A categorisation and review of research literature. Environmental science & policy
112: 236-244.
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This review finds that extant empirical evidence does not support the theory of green
growth. This is clear in two key registers. (1) Green growth requires that we achieve
permanent absolute decoupling of resource use from GDP. Empirical projections
show no absolute decoupling at a global scale, even under highly optimistic condi-
tions. While some models show that absolute decoupling may be achieved in high-
income nations under highly optimistic conditions, they indicate that it is not pos-
sible to sustain this trajectory in the long term. (2) Green growth also requires that
we achieve permanent absolute decoupling of carbon emissions from GDP, and at a
rate rapid enough to prevent us from exceeding the carbon budget for 1.5℃ or 2℃.
While absolute decoupling is possible at both national and global scales (and indeed
has already been achieved in some regions), and while it is technically possible to
decouple in line with the carbon budget for 1.5℃ or 2℃, empirical projections show
that this is unlikely to be achieved, even under highly optimistic conditions.
The empirical evidence opens up questions about the legitimacy of World Bank and
OECD efforts to promote green growth as a route out of ecological emergency, and
suggests that any policy programmes that rely on green growth assumptions – such
as the Sustainable Development Goals – need urgently to be revisited. That green
growth remains a theoretical possibility is no reason to design policy around it when
the facts are pointing in the opposite direction.6

Other studies find similar results. Reviewing 179 articles that contain evidence of decoupling,
Vadén and colleagues conclude that “the empirical evidence on decoupling is thin” and “the evi-
dence does not suggest that decoupling towards ecological sustainability is happening at a global
(or even regional) scale.” Vadén and colleagues continue that the analysis of decoupling “needs to
be supported by detailed and concrete plans of structural change that delineate how the future
will be different from the past.”7 These findings, indeed, raises serious questions of legitimacy
concerning international financial, governance and higher-learning institutions that ignore the
reality of ecological modernism and the necessity of degrowing material and energy production/
consumption.

Degrowth, as opposed to capitalist liberalism and eco-modernism, gets to the root of human
exploitation and nonhuman extraction, questioning developmental modes requiring enormous
amount of raw materials and energy. This also includes critically reflecting on the productivist
work regimes organized, whether liberal capitalist, state capitalist or otherwise. Degrowth, while
retaining differing tendencies within it, seeks to create a public space for socio-ecological reme-
diation and promotes a largely anti-authoritarian developmental pathway by advocating “de-
growth values,” such as autonomy, care, conviviality, equity and direct democracy.8 Degrowth is
the organized and planned reduction of energy and material consumption with the intention of
improving the quality of people’s lives by moving towards more convivial and fulfilling lifeways
rooted in community-supported agriculture, commoning land, cooperative economies, switching
to localized low-carbon energy production and political systems built around direct democracy

6 Hickel J and Kallis G. 2020. Is green growth possible? New Political Economy 25(4), p. 82.
7 Vadén T, Lähde V, Majava A, et al. (2020) Decoupling for ecological sustainability: A categorisation and review

of research literature. Environmental science & policy 112, p. 243.
8 Barlow N, Regen L, Cadiou N, et al. 2022. Degrowth and Strategy: How to bring about social-ecological trans-

formation. London: Mayfly, p. 23.
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and more.9 Degrowth represents an autonomous, feminist, democratic and anarchistic approach
to social development. Degrowth, as you can imagine, is not without its critics, from ecolog-
ical modernists to authoritarian leftists chastising their failure to have a planned program or
pronounced focus on the working class.10 Likewise, there are sympathetic critiques from femi-
nists and anarchists North and South of the Globe, pointing out their relevance, but also how
degrowthers’ appear detached from political struggles (with middleclass positionalities) and fail-
ure to be clear about political strategy and action.11 Degrowthers, however, are working through
these criticisms,12 which is compounded by the conflictive reality of capitalism and the state.This
means charting a viable path towards social transformation and that degrowthers’ “strategic ori-
entation thus needs a strategy for [how to engage] the state.”13

The issue of the state quickly leads to the hopes surrounding the Green New Deal in all of
its variants. While readers might be more familiar with The Green New Deal (GND) as it spread
across headlines in 2019, it was initially a term proposed by the infamous conservative economist
and New York Times columnist Thomas Friedman in 2007. The GND refers to President Franklin
D. Roosevelt’s New Deal that responded to the Great Depression with social and economic re-
forms. In January 2019, congressional representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and Senator Ed
Markey proposed the GND in United States Congress. While it failed to pass in the Senate, it
created enormous enthusiasm for renewing public policy with a variety of energy, housing, agri-
cultural and industrial reforms. Numerous authors advocated the GreenNewDeal,14 among them
Noam Chomsky, and the program was further elaborated on by economist Robert Pollen.15 Later,
again, the GNDwas further developed under Bernie Sanders presidential campaign.16 Meanwhile
the European Commission began enacting the European Green Deal (EGD). Trade unions and
non-governmental organizations also began articulating their proposals, only slightly departing
from the original US proposal.

The GND and EGD remained “green growth” strategies that claimed to organize a (socio-
technical) energy transition from fossil fuels to so-called renewable energy, all the while ignoring
the amount ofminerals, hydrocarbon resources, manufacturing and transportation supply-chains
necessary to rollout low-carbon infrastructures. Sanders’ fiery rhetoric against hydrocarbon in-
dustries did not account for this material reality for “achieving 100% renewable energy” in the

9 For more see: Hickel J. 2020. Less is more: How degrowth will save the world. London: Random House.
10 This critique remains rather general from Orthodox, but some heterodox, Marxists. The careless attacks by

Leigh Phillips and Matt Huber are text book examples.
11 For strong Feminist critique see: Nirmal P and Rocheleau D. 2019. Decolonizing degrowth in the post-

development convergence: Questions, experiences, and proposals from two Indigenous territories. Environment and
Planning E: Nature and Space 2(3): 465-492 &Dunlap A. 2020. Recognizing the ”De” in Degrowth.Undisciplined Environ-
ments, Available at: https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/alexander-dunlap-recognizing-the-de-in-degrowth. The
book, however, will soon delve into an anarchist critique of degrowth.

12 Barlow N, Regen L, Cadiou N, et al. 2022. Degrowth and Strategy: How to bring about social-ecological trans-
formation. London: Mayfly, 1-405.

13 Barlow N, Regen L, Cadiou N, et al. 2022, p. 50.
14 Aronoff K, Battistoni A, Cohen DA, et al. 2019. A planet to win: why we need a Green New Deal. New York:

Verso Books.
15 Chomsky N, Pollin R and Polychroniou C. 2020. Climate Crisis and the Global Green New Deal: The Political

Economy of Saving the Planet. New York: Verso.
16 Sanders B. 2019. The Green New Deal. Bernie Sanders Campaign, Available at: https://berniesanders.com/en/

issues/green-new-deal/.
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United States17—or similar claims within Europe.18 The GND, however, offered a valuable pro-
posal to create “green jobs,” agricultural reform, recognizing Indigenous rights, housing reform
and promoting “just transitions” among others, which could havemade incrementally positive so-
cial changes domestically, potentially redirecting and restricting the use of hydrocarbons. Then
again, unless the economic, energy and material growth imperatives of capitalism and corre-
sponding low-carbon infrastructures and electrification are capped—or have a limit—nothing
structurally changes within this socio-technical shift that continues private or state capital accu-
mulation. In the end—as usual—ecologies and habitats would be overlooked and sacrificed in the
name of low-carbon infrastructures that leave untouched the (neo)colonial global supply-chains
predicated on unequal exchange, violence and racist discrimination.19 Not to forget, nobody re-
ally knows the quantity of fossil fuels actually used to produce a wind turbine, solar panel or a
dam. These issues are discussed further in the next chapter, with an emphasis on the arithmetic,
models and science propelling these aspirations.

While degrowth advocates initially advocated the GND, seemingly uncritically—overlooking
the realities discussed in this book20—it still led to heated and antagonistic debates with envi-
ronmental economists and modernist socialists.21 Despite the needed social reforms of the GND,
the mainstream versions still never questioned economic growth, energy markets and the ex-
pansive reality of capital accumulation responsible for socio-ecological catastrophe. Because, as
James O’Conner reminds us, “over time, capital seeks to capitalize everything and everybody.”22
If the GND is anything like Roosevelt’s New Deal, Gelderloos reminds us, then it is designed to
prevent “a real solution” and “to save capitalism,” placing “the brunt of this new industrial on-
slaught” onto the laps of the marginalized and poor of this world lower on the capitalist pyramid
scheme.23 From this perspective, the GND proposals sought to blunt revolutionary demands for
socio-ecological transition, meanwhile developing and expanding green capitalism.

Implicit, and most appealing, about the GND is the state as an agent of administering social
change. Experts, however, agree governments across the world, especially Euro-American gov-
ernments influencing international policy, have resolutely failed for thirty—if not forty—years
to develop adequate environmental policies that produce results.24 Some people blame this on
hydrocarbon companies lobbying politicians, hiding and falsifying science,25 but this accepts

17 Dunlap A. 2019. Green NewDeal Part II: Good, Bad & the Ugly Terra Nullius: Reposessing the Existent, Available
at: https://www.sum.uio.no/forskning/blogg/terra-nullius/green-new-deal-part-II-good-bad-and-the-ugly.html.

18 Dunlap A and Laratte L. 2022. European Green Deal necropolitics: Exploring ‘green’ energy transition, de-
growth & infrastructural colonization. Political Geography 97(1): 1-17.

19 Zografos C and Robbins P. 2020. Green Sacrifice Zones, or Why a Green New Deal Cannot Ignore the Cost
Shifts of Just Transitions. One Earth 3(5): 543-546.

20 Dunlap & Laratte, 2022.
21 See for example: Pollin R. 2018. De-growth vs a green new deal. New Left Review 112: 5-25 & Burton M and

Somerville P. 2019. Degrowth: a defence. New Left Review 115: 95-104; Robbins P. 2020. Is less more… or is more less?
Scaling the Political Ecologies of the Future. Political Geography 76: 1-6. & Gómez-Baggethun E. 2020. More is more:
Scaling political ecology within limits to growth. Political Geography 76: 1-12.

22 O’Connor, J. (1994), ‘Is Sustainable Capitalism Possible?’, in P. Allen (ed.), Food for the Future: Conditions and
Contradictions of Sustainability (New York: Wiley-Interscience), p. 133.

23 Gelderloos, The Solutions, p. 160.
24 Stoddard I, Anderson K, Capstick S, et al. 2021. Three decades of climate mitigation: why haven’t we bent the

global emissions curve? Annual Review of Environment and Resources 46(653-689.
25 Franta B. 2021. Weaponizing economics: Big Oil, economic consultants, and climate policy delay. Environmen-

tal Politics: 1-21.
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the other deleterious socio-ecologically destructive impacts of urbanization, the proliferation of
plastics, chemically intensive industrial production and low-carbon infrastructures (dependent
on fossil fuels) that are normalized by capitalist states in their quest for territorial control and
technological supremacy. This fossil fuel versus renewable energy dichotomy emblematic of the
GNDs, and inundating corporate propaganda, remains central to the socialist modernist position.

The socialist modernist position takes on various intensities, yet have a core set of beliefs.
“Softer” socialist modernist positions join the GND bandwagon, which celebrates centralized
planning and technological innovation. “Solving climate change undoubtedly requires massive
new industrial infrastructure in energy, public transit and housing,” explains Matt Huber.26 This
perspective, however, breaks with capitalism with a presumed ethic of egalitarianism and a pro-
nounced concern with the “working class” and “global proletariat.” This position celebrates and
encourages “techno-fixes” such as carbon capture storage (CCS), nuclear power and the state
as administrator.27 “Clearly, the productive forces must develop beyond their historically en-
trenched reliance upon fossil fuels,” explains Huber.28 This somehow implies, possibly influenced
by Marxian stage theory, that low-carbon infrastructures and electrification can be separated
from hydrocarbons to enter a ‘new stage’ of decarbonized and renewable (socialist) industry.
This tendency, moreover, tends to operate in the abstract with repeated references to Marxian
theorists, for example, criticizing degrowthers for missing “the concrete class relationships that
both inhabit such transformations or might bring them about.” While Huber has been rebuked by
other Marxian scholars,29 it is strange how he failed to engage with Joan Martinez-Alier’s “envi-
ronmentalism of the poor,”30 which connects ‘the poor’—Indigenous and working class—to eco-
logical struggles. Socialist modernism, we can say, is eco-modernism with egalitarian intentions.
Huber’s variety does not depart from representative democracy, strengthening electoral political
strategies and union organizing.31 Degrowth, from this perspective, is understood as a “hard sell”
to the working class and political campaigns, because challenging economic growth and the con-
sumerist lifestyles—or ‘imperial modes of living’—have become habitual and questioning this is
not a popular position in the voting polls. While both agree on some form of democracy, socialist
modernism confronts degrowth by asking how their proposed socio-ecological transition will be
accomplished.

Green Authoritarianism: Fear, Power & Doubling-Down on
Statism

Ignoring the impact of technological production—specifically low-carbon infrastructures,
electrification and uranium mining—remains a key attribute of eco-modernism, be it with a cap-

26 Huber M. 2022. Mish-Mash Ecologism. New Left Review, Available at: https://newleftreview.org/sidecar/posts/
mish-mash-ecologism

27 Phillips L. 2015. Austerity Ecology & the Collapse-porn Addicts: A defence of growth, progress, industry and stuff.
John Hunt Publishing.

28 Huber, Mish-Mash Ecologism.
29 Heron K. 2022. The Great Unfettering. New Left Review, Available at: https://newleftreview.org/sidecar/posts/

the-great-unfettering.
30 Martínez-Alier J. (2002) The Environmentalism of the Poor: A Study of Ecological Conflicts and Valuation,

Northampton: Edward Elgar.
31 Huber, Mish-Mash Ecologism.
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italist or statist emphasis. The eco-modernist position is enabled by reductive science in general,
the central discussion in Chapter 1, but specifically this technique of “climate reductionism” that
reduces the ecological crises to a simple technocratic question of atmospheric carbon.32 Mining
or industrial processes systematically pollute via contamination and kill ecosystems and nonhu-
man existences, which are systematically ignored, or calculated away with carbon metrics, by
democratic politicians and eco-modernists alike. The framework of climate change tends toward
subordinating, if not erasing, everyday practices of ecological degradation—related to specific
factories, mines, production processes, or products—that people can organize against, prevent
and stop. Reflecting reductive science that reduce complexity through numerical quantification,
it reduces the sensitive, immediate and crucial contributors to ecological degradation—and
consequently climate change—to focus instead on the “big,” “planetary,” and “earth system”
scales. Political activity is further rendered symbolic, focusing on grabbing attention with mass
protests designed to lobby the state and governmental leaders at, for example, the Conference of
the Parties (COP)—instead of stopping, slowing or preventing ecologically destructive processes
where you live, as chapters 2-6 discuss. Following Feminist energy researchers,33 we might
call this an expression of “climate masculinities,” emphasizing grand scales, reductionist data,
rooted in approaches of scientific domination of the planet, which marginalize or ignore other
processes of ecosystemic breakdown that contributes to larger planetary degradation. Climate
reductionisms assists in permitting technological fetishism, which ignores the contaminating,
material and energy intensive realities of the proposed technological solutions themselves. This
perspective leads toward fetishizing the state and large-scale technologies. The state itself, we
might conceptualize as a large-scale energy intensive bureaucratic apparatus—an organizational
technology of political management and control. Contrary to democratically inclined socialist
modernists, authoritarian dictatorship remains the other pathway for subverting climate
catastrophe.

The historical conditions of the 1917 Bolshevik revolution, with all the post-war crisis and
turbulence that entails, Andreas Malm equates with the climate emergency of the present. Cli-
mate catastrophe, said differently, is an opportunity for ecological Leninism to come to power
and, despite expected hardships, save the day through an ecologically-oriented dictatorship.This
includes implementing, akin to Lenin, an “ecological war communism” that entails:

learning to live without fossil fuels in no time, breaking the resistance of dominant
classes, transforming the economy for the duration, refusing to give up even if all
the worst-case scenarios come true, rising out of the ruins with the force and the
compromises required, organising the transitional period of restoration, stayingwith
the dilemma. It does not mean cosplay re-enactments of the Russian Civil War. That
war deposited a poison of brutalised power in the heart of the workers’ state, to
which it eventually fell victim. Another legacy of the period, however, fared better.34

32 Gelderloos, The Solutions, p. 38.
33 Daggett C. 2018. Petro-masculinity: fossil fuels and authoritarian desire. Millennium 47(1): 25-44 & Bell SE,

Daggett C and Labuski C. 2020. Toward feminist energy systems: Why adding women and solar panels is not enough.
Energy Research & Social Science 68(1): 1-13.

34 Malm A. 2020. Corona, climate, chronic emergency: War communism in the twenty-first century. Verso Books, p.
167.
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This exposition undoubtedly reads romantic and ambiguous, and any (anarchist) historian
would contest the civil war as the reason for the onset of Leninist dictatorship.35 The “effective
establishment of a one-party dictatorship aggravated tensions between state and society under
circumstances of economic and political crisis,” explains James Ryan. “Bolshevik dictatorial rule
and the suppression of strikes, uprisings and other socialist parties were not consequences of
the White threat [or Tsarist forces36]—though this threat certainly helped Bolshevik leaders to
justify these measures—and they continued and in some respects intensified after theWhite chal-
lenge,” or defeat of Tsar.37 Regardless, Malm’s idea is to seize state power presumably through a
coup d’état (like Lenin) or revolutionary movement and to defeat “fossil capital” by aggressively
rolling out wind, solar, dams and other energy technologies—which might include nuclear and
geoengineering—and create climate friendly laws like mandatory veganism.38 Fossil capital, like
climate change, reduces the complexity of the problem, creating a single foe and ignoring other
capitalist industries and drivers of ecosystem degradation.

While confronting and utilizing the state is of course an understandable desire for any socio-
ecological transformation, preaching an eco-Leninist dictatorship andWar Communism is alarm-
ing to say the least. Noam Chomsky reminds us: “The Leninist system was one of the greatest
blows to socialism in the 20th century, second only to fascism.”39 The suppression (even amongst
the Bolsheviks) and the elimination (e.g. execution, imprisonment and torture) of left revolu-
tionaries and anarchists is appalling—killing and imprisoning all who would resist Lenin’s order
beginning in April, 1918.40 During Lenin’s political rule, between December 1917 and February
1922, conservative estimates suggest “28,000 executions (excluding battlefield deaths) on aver-
age per year directly attributed to the Soviet State, a sharp contrast with the approximate total
figure of 14,000 executed by the Russian Tsarist regime between 1866 and 1917.”41 This does not
seek to make the “West” seem innocent—as the crimes of Euro-America are horrendous—but we
do not have so-called critical scholars preaching ecological Churchillism or eco-Rooseveltism.
Lenin’s Terror42 and Bloodstained43 offer detailed historical exposes, primary sources and anal-
ysis in need of serious consideration before promoting statist dictatorship—Left or Right. The
“State idea, State Socialism, in all its manifestations (economic, political, social, educational),” ex-
plains Emma Goldman in 1924, “is entirely and hopelessly bankrupt. Never before in all history
has authority, government, the State, proved so inherently static, reactionary, and even counter-
revolutionary in effect. In short, the very antithesis of revolution.”44 Goldman speaks fromwithin

35 See for example: Friends of Aron Baron. 2017. Blood Stained: One Hundred Years of Lennist Counterrevolution.
Oakland: AK Press.

36 The “White Threat” refers to the loose confederation of anti-communist forces that fought the Bolsheviks
during the Russian Civil War (1917–1923). The real counter-revolutionary forces, which the Bolsheviks would quickly
call anyone socialist, anarchist or peasants that opposed their rule.

37 Ryan J. 2012. Lenin’s Terror: The Ideological Origins of Early Soviet State Violence. London: Routledge, p. 9.
38 See Malm, Corona.
39 This quote is from this documentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gfdnbMd9BiE; See also: Chomsky

N. 2005. On Anarchism. Oakland: AK Press.
40 Pateman B. 2017 Cries in the Wilderness: Alexander Berkman and Russian Prisoner Aid. In: Baron FoA (ed)

Bloodstained: One Hundred Years of Leninist Counterrevolution. Oakland: Ak Press, 243-258.
41 Ryan J. 2012. Lenin’s Terror, p. 2.
42 Ibid.
43 Friends of Baron (Eds). 2017. Bloodstained: One Hundred Years of Leninist Counterrevolution. Oakland: Ak

Press.
44 Goldman E. 2017 My Disillusionment in Russia. In: Baron FoA (ed) Bloodstained: One Hundred Years of Leninist
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Russia at this time, and watched the free assembly, worker self-organization and direct action
that was the platform for Lenin’s ascendance to power become murdered and disciplined into
soviet state capitalism by the Bolsheviks. Said kindly, the cynical carelessness and disregard for
the victims of Lenin demonstrated by Malm is antithetical to climate (or ecological) movement
building.

Malm, in their advocacy for eco-Leninism, is calling “for escalating the climate struggle and
diversifying the movement by taking up property destruction.”45 While, of course, an important
aspiration, Malm’s Leninism tends towards a manipulative historical revisions, a lack of knowl-
edge (and likely experience) with ecological struggles and (purposefully?) systematically omit-
ting scholars and discussions on “diversifying the movement by taking up property destruction,”
demonstrating academic negligence. This negligence, for example, emerges from failing to ref-
erence or engage the books that have been discussing protest tactics and political struggle the
last twenty or thirty years. Why did Malm ignore Ward Churchill’s (1998) Pacifism as Pathol-
ogy,46 Derrick Jensen’s (2006) Endgame47or Peter Gelderloos’ How Nonviolence Helps the State
(2007)48 and The Failure of Nonviolence (2013)?49 Furthermore, why not read the edited volumes,
stories and reflections on Latin American Urban Guerrillas,50 the Red Army Faction,51 Black Pan-
thers,52 Weather Underground,53 Angry Brigade,54 George Jackson Brigade,55 Direct Action,56
and anarchist critiques of armed groups,57 never mind how militant ecological struggle devel-
oped, continued and, contrary to manipulative inferences by Malm (in the last chapter of How
to Blow Up a Pipeline), ecotage did not stop in the 1990s and 2000s.58 Ecotoge never stopped and
it is a global phenomenon.59 Actions only lessened in the United States due to severe repression
and infighting, while intensifying in England60 and elsewhere61 but not under the banner of the
“climate movement.” The poverty of Leninist peer-review rears its head, missing key scholars

Counterrevolution. Oakland: AK Press, 223-242.
45 Verso. 2022. Property Will Cost Us the Earth: Direct Action and the Future of the Global Climate Movement–

A Verso Report. New York: Verso Books, 1-220.
46 Churchill W. 2007 [1998]. Pacifism as pathology: Reflections on the role of armed struggle in North America.

Oakland: AK Press.
47 Jensen D. 2006. Endgame, Vol. 1: The Problem of Civilisation. New York: Seveb Stories Press.
48 Gelderloos P. 2007. How nonviolence protects the state. Cambridge: South End Press
49 Gelderloos P. 2013. The Failure of Nonviolence: From Arab Spring to Occupy. Seattle: Left Bank Books.
50 Kohl J and Litt J. 1974. Urban Guerilla Warfare in Latin America. Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press.
51 Smith J andMoncourt A. 2009.The Red Army Faction, a Documentary History: Volume 1: Projectiles for the People.

Oakland: PM Press.
52 Ervin LK. 2021 [1988]. Anarchism and the Black revolution. London: Pluto.
53 Berger D. 2006. Outlaws of America: The weather underground and the politics of solidarity. Oakland: AK Press.
54 Carr G. 2008. Angry Brigade: A History of Britain’s First Urban Guerilla Group. Oakland: PM Press.
55 Burton-Rose D. 2010 Guerrilla USA: The George Jackson Brigade and the Antiapitalist Underground of the

1970s. Guerrilla USA. Berkeley: University of California Press.
56 Hansen A. 2002. Direct action: Memoirs of an urban guerrilla. Oakland: Ak Press.
57 Bonanno AM. 1998 [1977]. Armed Joy. Elephant Editions.
58 Malm A. 2021. How to blow up a pipeline. Verso Books, pp. 154-55.
59 Look at https://actforfree.noblogs.org/; https://warriorup.noblogs.org/; https://noticiasdelaguer-

rasocial.wordpress.com/; https://disordine.noblogs.org/; https://darknights.noblogs.org/; https://buscan-
dolakalle.wordpress.com/; https://crimethinc.com/; https://enoughisenough14.org/; and so many more.

60 Anonymous. 2015. ”Since the Bristol Riots:” Communiques from the FAI, ELF & Other Attacks 2011-2014.
Person(s) Unkown/DarkMatter Publications, Available at: https://personsunknown.noblogs.org/files/2014/11/Since-the-
Bristol-riots-v2.pdf.

61 Rodríguez G. 2013. ¡Que se ilumine la noche! Génesis, desarrollo y auge dela Tendencia Informal Anarquista
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and batching historical readings, understanding and events still in motion. This living history is
part of the ecological and climate movement, even if Malm and other academics are intent on
ignoring this.

“When writing interventions on contemporary events,” Malm writes recently, “one’s best
hope is that comrades of all stripes will engage with them closely and critically.” This humble
statement is rather different from the assuming and arrogant writing style of Malm’s books or
interviews. The following statement made by Malm during an interview does not inspire collab-
oration, let alone dialogue: “Anarchist ideas should be combatted; they will take us nowhere. I
think it’s time to start experimenting with things like ecological Leninism or Luxemburgism or
Blanquism” (emphasis added).62 Remembering Lenin was no friend of anarchists or autonomists,
and Malm echoes Lenin himself, which begins to explain the academic omissions and manipula-
tive writing style a bit better. In How to Blow Up a Pipeline, Malm ignores the influence anarchism
has had on the environmental direct action movement and the collaboration between anarchists
and Indigenous warriors, instead onlymentioning “deep ecology” and “animal liberation” to limit
the relevance and impact of anarchist and anti-authoritarian ideas.63 Malm’s knowledge of deep
ecology is limited, appearing to reference controversial statements by Dave Foreman (and oth-
ers?) in the 1980s, which are not adequately discussed, specified or cited in the book. This is
matched by Malm ignoring what deep ecology actually is, let alone the diversity and tensions
within that movement and its continued relevance. Deep ecology, with its emphasis on ecological
relationships, implicitly challenges socialist modernism and earns itself selective and purposeful
mischaracterization.64 Or is this by accident?

While numerous authors have critiqued the Pipeline book for minimizing Indigenous strug-
gles,65 the introduction to Property Will Cost Us the Earth, Verso Report,66 begins with him cel-
ebrating North American Indigenous resistance to pipeline construction, specifically the Febru-
ary 17, 2022 action were land defenders seized, vandalized and over turned tractors and trucks,
making ditches and barricades. This acknowledgment is welcome, along with reviving issues
of sabotage and direct action in general, but especially in Scandinavia. Yet—once again—it is
ignored that anarchists have always appreciated rural self-sufficiency and action (unlike the Bol-
sheviks),67 which extends to learning from, as with Bakunin, but also cultivating relationships

en México. Santiago, Chile: Internacional Negra ediciones & Anonymous. 2014. Mauricio Morales: Let’s Turn the City
to Ashes. London: Elephant Editions.

62 Malm, Andreas. 2019. “It Is Time to Try out an ‘Ecological Leninism’ – Interview with Andreas Malm.” 2019.
https://www.versobooks.com/en-gb/blogs/news/4450-it-is-time-to-try-out-an-ecological-leninism-interview-with-
andreas-malm?_pos=10&_sid=a10a72a65&_ss=r.

63 Ibid, p. 153. See also: Tsolkas P. (2015) No System but the Ecosysem: Earth First! and Anarchism. Anarchist Stud-
ies.org, Available at: https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/panagioti-tsolkas-no-system-but-the-ecosystem-earth-
first-and-anarchism.

64 See the editorial introduction for an assessment of deep ecology: Dunlap A, Søyland LH and Shokrgozar S.
2021. Debates in Post-Development and Degrowth: Volume 1. Oslo: Tvergastein.

65 Aravind S. 2021. How to write about pipelines. Progress in Political Economy Blog, Available at: https://
www.ppesydney.net/how-to-write-about-pipelines/; Kuhn G. 2021. Ecological Leninism: Friend or Foe? Kersplebe-
deb, Available at: https://kersplebedeb.com/posts/ecological-leninism-friend-or-foe/; & Klokkeblomst. 2021. Green
Desperation Fuels Red Fascism: Andreas Malm’s Authoritarian Leftist Agenda. Return Fire, Available at: https://
usa.anarchistlibraries.net/library/klokkeblomst-green-desperation-fuels-red-fascism-return-fire.

66 Verso. 2022. Property Will Cost Us the Earth.
67 Lenin’s relationships with the peasantry, as is well known, was tenuous to say the least (see Friends of Aron

Baron, 2017), but Marxian thought tended to have a disparaging perspective. Take, for example, Eric Hobsbawm (1971/
1959, pp. 82–83): “If this programme bore the Bakuninist label, it was because no political movement has reflected
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with Indigenous groups—historically fromElisée Reclus to FlorasMagón.68 And, in this particular
instance of pipeline resistance, anarchists have been collaborating and developing relationships
with the First Nations occupied by Canada since the 1970s viewing the state as a common enemy
and subjugating force.69 There as a pamphlet released by anarchists about this particular struggle
and action.70 Not to forget, indigenous people often identify as anarchists themselves or, at the
least, see a high-level of affinity between Indigenous traditions and anarchism.71 This collabora-
tion has been so productive, a recent interview with Sleydo, the spokesperson for the Gidimt’en
checkpoint (Wet’suwet’en nation)72—and later informational video73—announced:

You know we have seen this relationship between Indigenous warriors and anar-
chists that has been developing over the years and I think that combining those two
groups, particularly, is a really powerful move against the state. It is a real threat
when we act together.

Ignoring this history, struggle and movement knowledge is negligence, performing the era-
sure of struggles. Then again, maybe indigenous and anarchist rejection of the state threatens
Malm’s vision of exercising “coercive state power to break up and abolish fossil capital in a situa-
tion of extreme climate emergency.”74 Indigenous, anarchist and autonomous fighters are at the
frontlines of ecological and, consequently, climate struggle.

This leads to their near total lack of knowledge about Earth First! and the Earth Liberation
Front, which are different types of organizational and action networks even if they can retain
some overlapwith participants and general tactics. Malm could havewatched the documentary, If
a Tree Falls: A Story of the Earth Liberation Front (2011), which could have streamlined research ef-

the spontaneous aspirations of backward peasants more sensitively and accurately in modern times than Bakuninism,
which deliberately subordinated itself to them.Moreover, Spanish anarchism, more than any other political movement
of our period, was almost exclusively elaborated and spread by peasants and small craftsmen.” See also Chapter 4 of
Peter Linebaugh (2014) Stop, thief!: The commons, enclosures, and resistance (Oakland: PM Press).

68 Ferretti F. (2018) Revolutions and their places: the anarchist geographers and the problem of nationalities in
the Age of Empire (1875-1914)”. In: Ferretti F, Torre GBdl, Ince A, et al. (eds) Historical geographies of anarchism-
Early critical geographers and present-day scientific challenges. Abingdon: Routldege, 113-128 & Maldonado B. (2012)
Magonismo y vida comunal mesoamericana: a 90 años de la muerte de Ricardo Flores Magón, Oaxaca: CSEIIO.

69 Ex-urban guerrilla Anne Hansen discusses anarchist and communist relationships with Indigenous people
and solidarity networks in the 1970s in their recent interview with Submedia.tv in Transmissions Part I: Origins,
available here: https://sub.media/transmissions-part-one-origins/. Moreover, Hansen (2002) mentions this in passing
in Direct action: Memoirs of an urban guerrilla (Oakland: Ak Press). In a recent interview dialogue Gordon Hill and
Allan Antliff discuss the various Indigneous and anarchist connections, solidarites and action report magazines in
North America, see here: Hill G and Antliff A. 2021. Indigeneity, Sovereignty, Anarchy: A dialog with many voices.
Anarchist Developments in Cultural Studies 7(1): 99-118.

70 Anonymous. 2022. “Between Storms: Anarchist Reflections of Solidarity with Wet’suwet’en Resistance.” On-
line: Montreal Contre-Information. 2022. https://actforfree.noblogs.org/post/2022/11/20/between-storms-anarchist-
reflections-of-solidarity-with-wetsuweten-resistance/.

71 For more details and references see: Dunlap A. 2021. Toward an Anarchist Decolonization: A Few Notes. Cap-
italism Nature Socialism: 1-11 & Dunlap A. 2022. ‘I don’t want your progress! It tries to kill… me!’ Decolonial encoun-
ters and the anarchist critique of civilization. Globalizations: 1-27.

72 IGD. 2021. This Is America #152: Sleydo’ on Indigenous Resistance to Coastal Gaslink. It’s Going Down (IGD),
Available at: https://itsgoingdown.org/this-is-america-152/.

73 Submedia. 2021. The Eviction Still Stands: CGL & RCMP Off the Yintah. Submedia.tv, Available at: https://
sub.media/the-eviction-still-stands-cgl-rcmp-off-the-yintah/.

74 Verso. 2022. Property Will Cost Us the Earth.
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fort (even if the documentary is “a story” and “came off as somewhat victimistic and defeatist”).75
But, again, it appears Malm did not even do the bare minimum before they decided to criticize
Earth First! (EF!) and the Earth Liberation Front (ELF) as “not performed in a dynamic relation to
a mass movement, but largely in a void.”76 Madeline Ffitch remains one of the few people to catch
this ridiculous claim by Malm and write about it.77 This statement, moreover, is ironic consider-
ing Malm’s advocacy of sabotage, vandalism and nominal acceptance of pipelines “blowing up.”
This reveals not only a lack of historical awareness of these movements, but forgets how direct
action tends to create divisions in mainstream movements and result in severe repression, in this
case the FBI’s Operation Backfire. Malm advocates militant direct action, but then slanders and
erases the nonviolent action groups, prisoners and its appearance as a global phenomenon—not
just in Euro-America. Earth Liberation and Eco-Anarchist action groups are fighting globally to
stop, slow and damage extractive megaprojects.78 There are books, academic articles and count-
less anarchist magazines and direct action websites ignored in academic hubris.79 Accused (and
later acquitted) of being associated with 325, an anarchist magazine and website documenting
direct actions, Toby Shone was abducted, imprisoned and tortured for over three years in Eng-
land.80 Overall, it remains hard to tell if Malm’s work is the product of arrogance bathing in
academic negligence or purposeful Leninist manipulation and recuperation of ecological strug-
gles. This disposition is academically unacceptable, demonstrating unapologetic ignorance and
political opportunism at the expense of real lives and political struggles.

Finally, as Madeline Ffitch also noted,81 it is horribly inaccurate to conflate Deep Green Re-
sistance (DGR) with EF! and ELF. This mistake, moreover, was used as a sleight of hand to avoid
actually understanding the history, content and failure of DGR. This is strange as DGR is the
closest thing to what Malm is advocating: Eco-Leninism. There are numerous failures related to
DGR, from tactical advocacy82 to transphobia83 and more recently members giving interviews
(and changing their earlier positions) on neofascist podcasts. Relevant forMalm, however, is DGR
was a grassroots formation that came out of two decades of Derrick Jensen’s writing, speaking
and roots within (some) radical Indigenous and anarchist milieus. If one was going to be advo-
cating eco-Leninism, Maoism or Blanquism, it would mean a close study of what others have

75 Flame To. (2012) A Shorter History of a Northwest E.L.F. Cell Tides of Flame/Return Fire, Available at: https://
theanarchistlibrary.org/library/tides-of-flame-a-shorter-history-of-a-northwest-e-l-f-cell.pdf.

76 Malm, Pipeline, 2020, p. 155.
77 Ffitch, Madeline. 2022. “A Frontline Response to Andreas Malm.” Online: Verso Books. 2022. https://

www.versobooks.com/blogs/5325-a-frontline-response-to-andreas-malm.
78 Dunlap A. 2022. ‘I don’t want your progress! It tries to kill… me!’ Decolonial encounters and the anarchist

critique of civilization. Globalizations: 1-27.
79 For example: https://actforfree.noblogs.org/; https://warriorup.noblogs.org/; https://noticiasdela-

guerrasocial.wordpress.com/; https://disordine.noblogs.org/; https://darknights.noblogs.org/; https://buscan-
dolakalle.wordpress.com/; https://crimethinc.com/; https://enoughisenough14.org/; and so many more… an exhaust-
ing amount of copy and pasting.

80 IGD. 2022. Imprisoned UK Anarchist Toby Shone Explains His Case. It’s Going Donw, Available at: https://
itsgoingdown.org/imprisoned-uk-anarchist-toby-shone-explains-his-case/

81 “A Frontline Repsonse to Andreas Malm,” in Chapter 7, Property Will Cost Us the Earth: Direct Action and the
Future of the Global Climate Movement–A Verso Report. New York: Verso Books, no page number or online here: https:/
/www.versobooks.com/blogs/5325-a-frontline-response-to-andreas-malm

82 ISIW. 2014. On Deep Green Failures or The Problem of Inert Strategy. Insurgencies: A Journal on Insurgent
Strategy 1(1): 21-56.

83 Matisons MR and Ross AR. 2015. Against Deep Green Resistance. Counterpunch, Available at: https://
www.counterpunch.org/2015/08/11/against-deep-green-resistance/.
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done before and why they failed—something I was eager to see Malm negotiate—but they did
not. Instead, Malm, preferred to employ manipulative writing techniques, branding them as “de-
featist,” blurring distinct political tendencies, forms of organization and all backed up by histori-
cal omissions with an unjustified confidence, meanwhile making indirect jabs based on political
clichés—“Targets were chosen promiscuously,” not clearly and directed by the ‘Party’.84 This also
included making false or unsubstantiated claims: “All those thousands of monkeywrenching ac-
tions achieved little if anything and had no lasting gains to show for them.”85 This statement is
not supported by evidence, and no criteria is offered (other than vague references to mass move-
ments and Ende Gelände).Why blame people engaging in sabotage whomight have saved forests
or extended their lives from 3 months to a decade, delayed or made infrastructures projects too
costly to complete, and made publicly available manuals and inspired others to take action?

Malm’s Leninist agenda appears to have blinded him to any past and continued ecologi-
cal struggles, which includes ignoring the Hambach forest occupation, instead fetishizing Ende
Gelände organizing efforts (without any knowledge of the tensions between them in 2013-2016).
It is worrying, as Malm notes, that this new wave of climate youth (2018-2019) mobilizations and
resulting movements, Fridays for Future and Extinction Rebellion, with few exceptions, were
quick to ignore the Indigenous peoples, anarchists and environmentalists already taking mili-
tant direct action. Malm and Verso Books, however, are not doing the next generation any favors
in this regard. Attention to social struggles will show a need to cultivate and support the existing
movements, groups and individuals in struggle now, many of which are taking up evasive ma-
neuvers, withholding against repression and organizing decentralized attacks (in relation to local
or mass movements). If fighting socio-ecological and climate catastrophe is a priority, then join
the struggle and work towards this common goal—not slander eco-warriors, erase their history,
conflate groups and attempt to seize academic or political power off their backs. This book [this
text was cut from] emerges as a correction to this erasure, which is taken further by revealing
the complications and intricacies of fighting megaproject developments and how conventional
(hydrocarbon) companies are connected with so-called “green” and “renewable” extraction in-
dustries. While revealing the webs of destruction, the book also explores the existence of com-
mitted ecological resistance from autonomists, anarchists, farmers, fisherpersons and migrant
day labors that transcend multiple identities and ethnicities. This struggle, however, is ongoing,
generational and concerns everyone, which means we should not be satisfied with easy solutions
or authoritarian solutions pitched by the metaphorical used car sales man.

84 Malm, Pipeline, p. 154.
85 Malm, Pipeline, p. 155.
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